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Abstract: Both anterior cervical decompression and fusion (ACDF) and artificial cervical
disc replacement (ACDR) have obvious advantages in the treatment of cervical spondylosis.
To analyze the operation results, it is absolutely necessary to study the biomechanics of the
movement range of post-operational vertebral C5-C6 segments, especially the
biomechanical characteristics in cervical tissues in actual movements. In this study, using
the human vertebral 3D graph gained by imaging diagnosis (CT), a vertebral solid model is
established by the 3D reconstruction algorithm and reverse engineering technology.
After that, with cervical soft tissue structure added to the solid model and set with a joint
contact mechanism, a finite element model with a complete, accurate cervical C5-C6
kinematic unit is constructed, based on relevant physiological anatomical knowledge.
This model includes vertebral segments, an intervertebral disc, ligament and zygopophysis in
the cervical C5-C6 kinematic unit. In the created vertebral finite element model, the model is
amended, referring to ACDF and ACDR, and the load and constraint are applied to a
normal group, a fusion group and a displacement group, so as to analyze the biomechanical
characteristics of the cervical vertebra after ACDF and ACDR. By comparing the finite
element simulation results of different surgeries, this paper is intended to evaluate the
functions and biomechanical behaviors of the post-operational vertebra, and explore the
influence of the operation on the biomechanical stability of the cervical vertebra. This will
provide theoretical guidance for implementation and optimization of ACDF and ACDR.
Keywords: Vertebra, Anterior cervical decompression and fusion (ACDF), Artificial cervical
disc replacement (ACDR), Finite element analysis, Biomechanics.

Introduction
The anterior cervical decompression and fusion (ACDF) (Fig. 1a) is always a most effective
means to treat myeleterosis and nerve root lesion caused by cervical disc herniation. However,
this operation results in regression and instability of adjacent vertebral segments, and even
recurrence or exacerbation of the original symptoms, because of sacrificing the vertebral
activity degree in the lesion segment [2]. As a new means of treatment, an alternative to
ACDF, the artificial cervical disc replacement (ACDR) [21] (Fig. 1b) is progressively being
applied in clinics because of its ability to handle unstable adjacent vertebral segments after
decompression, maintain the height of intervertebral space and restore the physiological
activity of segments. Clinical features show that ACDR is superior to ACDF [5].
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a) ACDF
b) ACDR
Fig. 1 ACDF and ACDR post-operational vertebral C5-C6 segments
Both ACDR and ACDF have obvious advantages in the treatment of cervical diseases.
Studying post-operational cervical biomechanical characteristics is a vital source to verify the
operation-applying effect, and is quite significant for the study of impaired vertebral column
mechanisms. Moreover, cervical vertebra is one of the most complex parts of the human body
in terms of geometry and movement characteristics, and its unique structure allows for its
special biomechanical functions. The biomechanical characteristics of the cervical vertebra
mainly include statics, kinetics and vertebral stability.
This paper is intended to study the biomechanical characteristics of the cervical vertebra,
intervertebral discs, ligaments and zygopophysis after both ACDF and ACDR in the
balancing state from statics. The functions and biomechanical behaviors of post-operational
cervical vertebra will be evaluated, and the influence of ACDF and ACDR on the vertebral
biomechanical stability will be explored. This will provide biomechanical principles as
guidance for implementation and optimization of both ACDF and ACDR.

Research status
Current studies on extracorporeal specimens of ACDR focus on the moment control, and the
post-operational restoration effect is evaluated by analyzing the movement of vertebral
segments in a specific moment. In literature [1, 6], corresponding biomechanical models and
experimental methods are put forth where post-operational movement and stress changes of
the cervical vertebra are tested under the same torque by the use of a torque control device.
In addition, the movement of the human cervical vertebra is simulated in six working
conditions, using a self-made fixture and a universal tester by way of eccentric displacement
control in the literature [19], and the movement retaining ability and biomechanical
characteristics of the cervical vertebra are analyzed after ACDR and ACDF. Nuckley et al.
[18] investigated the biomechanics function and failure of the cervical vertebra across
multiple axes of loading throughout maturation by a correlational study design used to
examine the relationships of governing spinal maturation and biomechanical flexibility curves
and tolerance data using a cadaver human in vitro model. Conversely, the study on a cervical
biomechanical finite element has become an area of broad interest in the spinal research field.
Relative to extracorporeal specimens, this study deals with some complex problems such as
complicated cervical geometric shapes, uniformity of materials, changes of load, boundary
conditions, linear structures and sub-linear structures. Matsukawa et al. [14] quantitatively
evaluated the anchorage performance of the cortical bone trajectory by the finite element (FE)
method. Cao et al. [4] verified the position of occurrence of spinal compression fracture.
Li and Dai [13] established a 3D finite element model of the cervical vertebra to explore the
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vertebral damage mechanism. Zhang et al. [26] analyzed the soft tissue stress distribution
after the cervical vertebra is damaged due to external factors, using finite element models of
head, cervical vertebra and soft tissues. Kolb et al. [11] analyzed biomechanical
characteristics of the risk of adjacent fractures and novel treatment modalities which lead to
greater biomechanical stability for osteoporotic vertebral fractures. Tchako and Sadegh [22]
held that the autogenous bone graft amount was available by comparing the stress change of
adjacent segments in transplantation of different bones in ACDF. Galbusera et al. [7] analyzed
the motion trails of artificial intervertebral discs after ACDR. Rousseau et al. [20] analyzed
the behavior of the functional spinal unit (FSU) with the variation of position of the center
and the size of the radius of a cervical ball-and-socket design by an experimentally validated
finite element model of the intact ligamentous cervical spine. Nishida et al. [16] used a
3-dimensional finite element method (3D-FEM) to analyze the stress distribution in
preoperative, posterior decompression and kyphosis models of Cervical ossification of the
posterior longitudinal ligament (OPLL). Objective cervical myelopathy due to ossification of
the posterior longitudinal ligament (OPLL ligament) is induced by static factors, dynamic
factors, or a combination of both. Nishida et al. [17] used a three-dimensional finite element
method (3D-FEM) to analyze the stress distributions in the cervical spinal cord under static
compression, dynamic compression, or a combination of both in the context of OPLL.
In addition, Cai et al. [3] carried out a texture analysis by the use of 27 bone tissue images for
osteoporosis recognition, which can be used to effectively recognize osteoporosis.

Cervical vertebra solid modeling
The cervical vertebra refers to seven vertebrae (C1-C7) and their soft tissues on the upper side
of the vertebral column. The upper cervical spine (C1 and C2) is quite different from the
inferior cervical spine (C3-C7) in terms of geometric structure and mechanical characteristics.
There is a layer of hard cortical bone and cancellous bone with porous structure in the surface
of the cervical vertebra. The vertebral soft tissue includes the intervertebral disc and the
ligament. The intervertebral disc refers to the fibrous cartilage plate between two adjacent
segments of vertebrae which are connected by long and short ligaments. The cervical
vertebra, zygapophyseal joint, intervertebral disc and its ligament are the factors that provide
internal stability, while the muscles around a vertebra are not only external stability factors
but also contribute to internal stability. How to establish a complete solid model is the key to
conducting the biomechanical analysis of vertebra. A 3D vertebral solid model can be built by
3D reconstruction, solid generation and model verification mainly based on data from
computed tomography (CT) scanning.
Various scales of gray in a CT scan reflect different X-ray absorption capacities in different
human body tissues. The CT value for the skeleton, for example, is different from that of the
soft tissue. So, the different tissues and organs can be separated in human body CT images by
setting a gray threshold that segments CT images. The 3D reconstruction model of the
cervical vertebra reconstructed by the threshold segmentation algorithm, such as a marching
cubes algorithm (MC), is a 3D surface shell model made up of triangular patches. However,
its non-solid structure makes it unable to complete the follow-up biomechanical finite element
analysis, such as finite element grid division. For this reason, the model needs to be generated
as a solid one, which is accomplished utilizing the reverse engineering tool Geomagic
(Geomagic Inc, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA). A reasonable curved surface model is
initially formed, following four steps: smooth treatment, generating contour lines, generating
grids and fitting of the curve surface. Then the model surface is filled as a solid one as shown
in Fig. 2. It is observed from Fig. 2c that the reconstructed 3D geometric model has a gentle
and smooth curved surface; key anatomical parts such as zygopophysis and spinous process in
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a spine have a reasonable structure arrangement according to the anatomical shape, and the
upper and lower surfaces of the cervical vertebra present a fit saddle surface. The error values
are obtained for all parts of the cervical curved surface model by comparing the geometric
size of the curved surface model with the geometric size of the original angular pitch model in
Fig. 2d. The error for the reconstructed model ranges from -0.191 mm to 0.846 mm, the
average distance deviation is 0.006 mm, and standard deviation is 0.025 mm. In fact, there are
some small errors with the triangular surface model corrected and smoothed in the
establishment of the cervical surface model, which can not cause too big impact on the model
accuracy in practice.

a) contour lines

b) grids in model c) curved surfaces d) errors for model
Fig. 2 Construction of vertebral curved surfaces

According to Gilad’s geometric measurement [8] as the solid model reconstruction standard,
the indexes are gained by measuring the reconstructed solid vertebral model. Compared with
Gilad’s normal parameters, its major geometric parameters are measured and evaluated.
Fig. 3a shows the physical meanings of geometric parameters of the cervical vertebra given
by Gilad, where a), b), c) and d) lines represent the width of lower, front, upper and rear faces
of the cervical vertebra, respectively, in a coronal state. Fig. 3b shows the comparison of
geometric parameters of the solid vertebral model reconstructed in this paper with Gilad’s
statistical measurement data. Fig. 2 shows that the four geometric parameters of the
reconstructed solid vertebral model fall in the range specified by Gilad. Thus, the
reconstruction results are quite sound, demonstrating the model’s suitability for
biomechanical finite element analysis.

a) Gilad’s measuring parameters b) verification of geometric parameters for this model
Fig. 3 Evaluation of the effect of C5-C6 segment model reconstruction
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Vertebral finite element modeling
This 3D finite element model of the cervical vertebra with a higher degree of biological
resemblance can be used to simulate the movements of human vertebrae such as bending and
rotation, as well as simulate and analyze the ACDR-oriented vertebral endplate cutting
process of the artificial cervical disc replacement (ACDR) [24], which is made up of a
vertebral finite element model, a soft tissue finite element model and a zygapophyseal joint
contacting model.

Creating a finite element model
The cervical vertebrae, which have different densities, elasticity modulus and properties, even
in different positions of one vertebra, should be made of elastic materials with approximately
the same properties, and they are divided only into a cortical bone and a cancellous bone.
The spinal soft tissue includes a ligament and an intervertebral disc. Ligament can connect
two or more vertebrae, bearing only tension rather than pressure. The ligament between
vertebrae has more different elasticity modulus and sectional area, but each type of ligament
is linear to a certain extent in mechanical characteristics. According to data from literature
[15, 23, 26], the parameters for cortical and cancellous bone finite element models are shown
in Table 1. Here, the ligament is made by hand in the corresponding position of the vertebral
model based on anatomical data, and only the linear modulus unit shell41 that bears only
tension rather than pressure is used for simulation. Its thickness is set at 1 mm, and Poisson’s
ratio is set at 0.3; the sectional area and material properties for the other sections are shown in
Table 2. Different from the one-way mechanical properties of a ligament, the intervertebral
disc bears not only tension and pressure but also torsion. All constituent parts of the
intervertebral disc are simulated, using linear elastic materials and 8-node solid unit Solid45
in this paper. Parameters for the materials are shown in Table 3. There are two pairs of upper
and lower zygopophyses in the cervical vertebra. Both are coordinated with vertebral joints to
form a zygapophyseal joint. The zygapophyseal joints are separated mutually without
interaction in normal position of the vertebra. But in anteflexion, rotation or lateral bending of
the vertebra at a certain angle, zygapophyseal joints can contact each other to confine the
movement of vertebrae. The contacting pattern is generally applied to describe the transfer of
force between two contacting bodies and the change of three contacting states in different
loads; i.e., point to point, point to face and face to face. The zygapophyseal joint belongs to
the face-to-face contacting. In this paper, the interaction of zygapophyseal joints is simulated
in a 3D face-to-face contacting pattern with a friction coefficient of 0.1. The cervical C5-C6
segment finite element model is shown in Fig. 4. This model has 354,245 body units and
3,892 face units in total.
Table 1. Parameters for vertebral finite element model
Type
Elasticity modulus,
of bone
(MPa)
Cortical bone
1200
Cancellous bone
127

Poisson’s
ratio
0.29
0.2
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Density,
(g/cm3)
1.83
1

Thickness, Type
(mm)
of unit
0.5
Solid45
Solid45
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The normal vertebral model established earlier in the text should be further processed for
finite element simulation of ACDF; that is, the intervertebral disc between C5 and C6
segments is defined as an integral whole, and they should be connected together with upper
and lower vertebrae. Moreover, the excision of the anterior longitudinal ligament is simulated
in ACDF by removing the anterior longitudinal ligament model, so as to gain the ACDF finite
element model, as shown in Fig. 5a. The material parameters, unit type and grid division of
the fusion are the same as those of the cancellous bone. For the finite element simulation of
ACDR, the normal vertebral model established in the text above should be further refined.
So, the Bryan artificial cervical intervertebral disc is simulated using a curly top cylinder at a
diameter of 16 mm, a radius of upper and lower arc surfaces of 17 mm and a height of 8 mm.
The intercertebral disc model is set as an isotropic and liner-elastic solid45 solid unit, and its
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ration are 5.9 MPa and 0.35. Referring to actual operation,
the anterior ligament is removed to gain the ACDR finite element model, as shown in Fig. 5b.
Table 2. Parameters for ligament materials
Type
Young’s
elasticity
modulus /MPa
Sectional
area/mm2

Anterior
longitudinal
ligament

Posterior
longitudinal
ligament

Ligamenta
flavum

Supraspinous
and interspinous
ligaments

54.5

20

1.5

1.5

6.1

5.4

50.1

13.1

Table 3. Parameters for materials of all parts of intervertebral disc
Tissue structure
Elasticity modulus/MPa
Poisson’s ratio

Nucleus
pulposus
1
0.499

End plate

Fiber ring

500
0.4

4.2
0.45

Fig. 4 C5-C6 segment finite element model
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a) ACDF
b) ACDR
Fig. 5 ACDF and ACDR finite element models

Verifying finite element model
The vertebral finite element model established in this paper is verified by using the
load-displacement curve method proposed in [12]. The interrelation of the cervical rotating
angle and moment is determined by fixing the lower face of the vertebra and applying the
moment to its upper face. In the cervical anteflexion-backward extension, the front axial
position vector n of the upper vertebra is taken as the measuring gauge on the cervical
sagittal face, and the included angle between vectors n1 and n2 is calculated before and after
load bearing. For the angles in bending and axial rotation of the vertebra, the kinetic rotating
angle for the finite element model is evaluated in action for different moments, based on the
section in the middle of the vertebral height, as shown in Fig. 6. According to the calculation
of the spatial vectors of the included angles, the rotating angle  is expressed as:
cos  

n1 n2
,
n1 n2

(1)

where n1 is the the top fanterior axis position vector before load bearing; n2 – the top
fanterior axis position vector after load bearing;  – the angle between n1 and n2 .
The degree of freedom (DOF) is fixed for the lower face of C6 segment in the established
model. The moments of anteflexion, backward extension, lateral bending and rotation are
applied respectively at 0.33, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 Nm to the upper face of C5 segment.
The corresponding relation of rotating angle and applied moment of C5 segment is obtained
according to the calculating method above. After that, the results of this model are compared
with the results in [9, 12, 25].
It is seen from Fig. 7 that the results of loading this model basically conform to reference
model data. The spinal rotating angle is linear in a single loading, and the rigidity of the
model in backward extension is greater than that in anteflexion. This is due to the
aygapophyseal joint face contacting limiting vertebral activity, which accords with the
previous study results. Thus, the finite element model established in this paper is reliable and
is suitable for follow-up biomechanical analysis.
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a) anteflexion

b) backward extension

c) calculation of rotating angle
Fig. 6 Calculation of rotating angles in vertebras

Simulation and analysis of vertebral biomechanical characteristics
Load and constraints are applied to normal, fusion and intercalated disc displacement groups
so as to observe the degree of vertebral motion, ligament internal force and intervertebral disc
internal stress. For a normal model and models applied with ACDF and ACDR, all DOFs of
the lower face in their C6 segment are constrained and fixed respectively. The upper face of
C5 segment is applied by 1.5 Nm of moments of anteflexion, backward extension, lateral
bending and rotation, respectively, after it is applied by 73.6 N of axial pressure to simulate
head gravity.

Activity degree
In four loading conditions of anteflexion, backward extension, lateral bending and rotation,
the comparison of the rotating angles of C5-C6 segments is shown in Fig. 8, which shows that
the range of cervical spine activity reduces greatly after ACDF compared with normal
conditions. The vertebral activity range in anteflexion, backward extension, lateral bending
and rotation reduces by 80%, 54%, 63% and 73%, respectively. However, the range of
vertebral activity in backward extension, lateral bending and rotation excluding anteflexion
after ACDR increases by 0.8°, 2.6°and 1.7° respectively. These results basically accord with
the follow-up imaging results after ACDR which retained the activity degree of the operated
segments. This is mainly because the artificial intervertebral disc itself has a wider activity
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range, a smaller volume than a normal disc, and the constraint of the anterior longitudinal
ligament is removed from the vertebra.

a) backward extension-anteflexion

b) lateral bending

c) axial rotation
Fig. 7 Angular displacement of vertebra in different external moments

Fig. 8 Comparison of spine activity degrees
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Change of force to ligament
The stress is analyzed for a single section of ligament using a finite element model, and the
results are shown in Fig. 9. It is found that in different loading conditions the acting force
transferred by the ligament changes, and the adjacent vertebrae are fixed and connected
together after ACDR, but the acting force reduces by 40-60%.
Compared with normal conditions, the force applied to the ligament in ACDR group increases
a little. This is mainly because the volume of the artificial intervertebral disc is smaller than
that of a normal human intervertebral disc so that it has a limited constraint to the moving
vertebrae.

a) force to ligament in anteflexion
b) force to ligament in rotation
Fig. 9 Forces to ligament in anteflexion and rotation

VonMises stress distribution of cervical vertebra
Figs. 10, 11 and 12 offer images of the stress distribution cloud of C5-C6 segments of cervical
vertebrae in normal conditions, ACDF and ACDR, respectively.
After the ACDF is applied, the rotating center changes greatly. In the anteflexion-backward
extension-lateral bending-rotation moment, the stress of the fusion bone is greater than that of
the intervertebral disc in the normal group, increasing by 30%, 30%, 65% and 45%,
respectively. These are representations of cervical inability and accelerated degeneration of
the vertebra.
After the ACDR is applied, an artificial intervertebral disc can substitute for most of the
physiological movement functions of a normal disc. The rotation center in other groups is
close to that of the normal group, with the exception that in backward extension it is closer to
the fusion group’s rotation center, i.e., in the lower position of the upper vertebra. The stress
of upper and lower vertebrae changes greatly. This is basically in line with the situation where
the internal stress in the spine slightly increases by less than 6% for the spinal segments near
the artificial intervertebral disc reported in the finite element analysis literature [10].
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a) vertebral stress distribution
in anteflexion

b) vertebral stress distribution
in backward extension

c) vertebral stress distribution
d) vertebral stress distribution
in lateral bending
in rotation
Fig. 10 Stress distribution in four loading conditions for a normal group

Stress distribution of intervertebral disc
The stress distributions of the intervertebral disc in different loading conditions for normal,
fusion and displacement groups are shown in Fig. 13 where it is found that the lateral stress of
the intervertebral disc is greater, and the internal stress gradually reduces as it approaches the
center area. The upper surface of the intervertebral disc in these three groups of models is the
area where internal stresses are the most centralized, but a small amount of stress is also
centralized in the lateral part of the intervertebral disc. The vertebral end plate bears the
greatest stress of the intervertebral disc, and distribution features of this stress accords with
that of the fracture of the cervical vertebra occurring on the end plate in transient external load
impact. It is seen from the model stress image in the fusion group that the edge of the
intervertebral disc in moving direction is the main area where the stress is centralized.
The stress-centralizing phenomenon appears in spinal anteflexion. This exacerbates the
degradation of the front end of the intervertebral disc, which conforms to current clinical
observation results. No significant change is found for the disc stress distribution in the
displacement group in comparison with the normal group.
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a) vertebral stress distribution
in anteflexion

b) vertebral stress distribution
in backward extension

c) vertebral stress distribution
d) vertebral stress distribution
in lateral bending
in rotation
Fig. 11 Stress distribution in four loading conditions for a fusion group

Conclusions
This paper reconstructs an accurate and smoothness 3D solid model of the cervical vertebra
with smaller surface correction error by the reverse engineering method based on human
vertebral CT data. Its four geometric parameters fall within the acceptable range specified by
Gilad. On the basis of human spinal anatomical characteristics, the vertebral finite element
model is established for the cervical vertebra, vertebral intervertebral disc and ligament by
adding the intervertebral disc and ligament tissue and setting joint contacting features.
The precision of the model is verified by the load-displacement curve method. The C5-C6
segment finite element model is applied with constraint and external load. The characteristics
of spinal activity degree, ligament force, and vertebral internal stress are analyzed and
compared in a normal group, a fusion group and a displacement group. Some conclusions are
drawn and they are significant for clinical operation.
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a) vertebral stress distribution
in anteflexion

b) vertebral stress distribution
in backward extension

c) vertebral stress distribution
d) vertebral stress distribution
in lateral bending
in rotation
Fig. 12 Stress distribution in four loading conditions for a displacement group

Anteflexion

Backward extension

Lateral bending

Rotation

a) normal group

Anteflexion

Backward extension

Lateral
bending

Rotation

b) fusion group

Anteflexion

Backward extension

Lateral bending

Rotation

c) displacement group
Fig. 13 Intervertebral disc internal pressure
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